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Designed with a furniture approach in a rigorous process 
stripping the classic kitchen of all its unnecessary ornaments, 
SURFACE is a carefully considered kitchen design created  
to last for many years to come.

Using a range of materials that lets the kitchen change and 
patinate as you live with the different surfaces, the acclaimed 
multidisciplinary designers at Norm Architects have created  
a design that is truly timeless by virtue of its human-centric  
and accommodating functionality.  
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Located in one of the oldest streets of Copenhagen, Denmark, 
Norm Architects respect our context and build on the traditions 
of Scandinavian design – of timeless aesthetics, natural  
materials, and upholding Modernist principles of restraint and 
refinement. Through exploring what it is that heightens the 
human senses regardless of personal preference, their projects 
strip spaces, objects, ideas, and images back to their simplest 
form. The expertise lies in finding the balance – when there’s 
nothing more to either add or take away.
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Fronts in natural oak / Handles in black coated steel / Solid oak countertop
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Fronts in smoked oak / Handles in black coated steel / Solid, smoked oak countertop.  
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Fronts in natural oak / Solid oak countertop. 
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Fronts in smoked oak / Handles in brass / Countertop in solid, smoked oak. 
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FRONTS
SURFACE by Norm Architects comes in two variants: smoked oak and natural oak.

HANDLES
The handles come in four variants; metal, brass, black coated steel, and stainless steel. 

COUNTERTOPS
Norm Architects recommend a 20 mm countertop in fiber concrete or solid, smoked oak.

For more specifications please see at the SURFACE product fact sheet.

Please note that some products may have been d iscontinued.  
This catalogue has been printed on FSC certified paper.
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